How to make a willow lantern
A basic guide to making a simple Sphere, Pyramid, Box lantern to use outside.
You will need the following ingredients.
Structure
 Buff willow, 6ft withies, 8 - 10 withie will make a small structure and 10 -15 or will make a
basic shape medium sized structure you will need more for a more detailed shape.
 Good masking tape (not low tack) to join the willow together.
 Gaffa tape or insulation tape to secure the hanging loop or attach a cane from below and make
the wire loop for the lantern cane if you are using that method
 Optional 2- 3 self-adhesive velcro tabs for securing the door.
 A torch light or battery operated lights / led lights are great. Secateurs for cutting willow and
wire cutters if you are using wire. Safety goggles or glasses are useful as an extra precaution
whilst cutting the willow as bits can ping off.
 Garden cane to carry the lantern. You will need a 5 - 6ft garden cane or a rod of thick hazel,
 Strong wire to hang the lantern or cable ties
 Wire/ strong cable ties or a carabiner to join the lantern to the cane if you are hanging it
Coverings.
 Wet strength tissue, standard craft tissue is not strong enough the amount you will need will
vary it is usually sold in large sheets of A2.If you cant find this you can cover the lantern with
cling film first and then use bleed resistant tissue instead, this is a good option for young
children. Pva Glue mix ratio 50/50 with water.
 A large plastic pot/ tray for the glue, small sponge/ children’s paint brush and paper scissors.
 Plastic table coverings to protect your work surface.

This guide is a basic guide for making a square, sphere or pyramid more techniques are
available in my willow lantern guide available from my shop.
Hints and tips
Things to consider before you start





Decide on the shape that you want to make, the frame structure will need to be strong
enough to not drop or stretch out of shape when you carry it.
 If you are planning to join several shapes together you will need to consider when the best
time to do this is i.e. before or after you have covered the pieces and how they are going to
hang.
 If you have a limited amount of paper and willow. It is always worth making a plan first.
 Safety considerations-Be careful with the withies they can spring back and whack you in the
face so allow enough room to make it, if you are building the lantern with others then be
aware of the space around you.
 Check that the tools you use are working properly and always close the secateurs when you
are not using them.
 Don’t force the willow into shape as it is likely to snap, ease the willow gently using your
fingers to bend it into shape.
 Keep the thicker ends for the structural parts that need strength, the thinner ends for the
details.
Less is more – avoid the tape being too bulky, in small areas split the tape in half, length ways.
You might find it helpful to use some wire ties or pegs to fasten the pieces together first before
you tape them to check that the shapes are in the right place.
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Illuminating your lantern -Safety



Consider what type of lighting you are going to use in your lantern. I used to use candles
however now that battery operated led lights are easily obtainable and bright it is safer to
use these when making lanterns.
Think about how you going to fasten the light, you could make an internal platform to
secure it to, or you could hang the light from a hook, whatever you decide make sure that
the light is secure.

AND FINALLY READ ALL OF THE SECTIONS BEFORE YOU START MAKING YOUR LANTERN.

Building the lantern frame.
Here are the different joints that you can use to join
the willow pieces together –
Figure 1 To join crossing sections , wind the tape
in a figure of 8 enclosing each section.
Figure 2- Joining angles , bend one end and overlap it with
the new section if the ends are thick trim them a little to
give a neater join and wrap the tape arround them. If the
willow is to brittle cross the willow sections and snip of the
excess and tape.

Figure 3- joining two pieces together to form a long
length. Trim each end into a wedge as shown, overlap the
sections then tightly wind the tape around the sections.
If you find this to fiddly you can also join the withie (rods)
together without trimming them into a wedge it is up to
you this will however leave a bulkier join.
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How to create a basic pyramid shape

1. Cut 4 canes the same size for the bottom outer shape, fasten them
together with masking tape.
2. To make the base cross section. Measure the distance from one
corner diagonally to the other and them cut 2 canes to fit, attach them
to the corners with tape and then secure in the middle.
Decide on the height of the lantern and then cut 4 equal lengths to
make the pyramid, secure together making sure that the points are
joined together securely.

3, How to make a corner. Wrap the tape around the side part first and
then wrap it under and over the different parts of the base and then
back around the side part again

4. Strengthen the sides of the frame with more withies, this is your
opportunity to add more design features as the withies will show
when the lantern is lit.
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How to create a basic sphere shape

1. Firstly make 3 circles the same size.
To make a circle Bend the withie into a loop end to end
holding the thin and thick end together, then tape the
ends together making sure that the join is even.

2. Fit one inside the other at right angles so that one is vertical and one
horizontal and then secure them together with tape.
3. Take the 3rd circle and place it diagonally it inside the circles main
area as shown in the picture.

4. Turn the sphere over and measuring between the middle and the
bottom of the sphere make 2 smaller circles to fit either side of the
horizontal middle section and fasten in place.

5.Finally depending on your creation you may want to make a simple
platform for your light or to attach a cane to (see section on joining
canes)
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Making a square lantern
To make the box shape cut
12 x pieces for the frame
4 longer pieces for the crosses
Keep the thin bits to strengthen your shape and make a design

To making the box base and top. Take 8 of the withies and using
the masking tape make two square shapes ( see the details on
joining them together on page 2)
Try to make sure that each square is the same size. (this picture
shows two on top of each other to check the size)

Next take the 2 of the long pieces and cross them over as shown on the first square and tape in place
and repeat
Making the box shape

Use the 4 remaining pieces to make the sides and join the bottom and the top sections as
shown ( for details on attaching the corner sections see page 3)
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Illuminating your lantern
If you have chosen to use a battery led light, electric candle etc. use
tape or wire to secure the light to the platform that you have made.
Or tie it securely to a strut.

There are several different ways to carry your lantern I have covered two methods here
which work for small/ medium lanterns.

Making a handle on the lantern to hook onto your carrying stick
Cut a piece of wire approximately 70 cm long, wind each end of
the wire on to a strong part of the top of the lantern frame , make
sure that it is fixed very securely so that it won’t slip off.

Lanterns can get very heavy when you’ve been carrying them for
a while they can also blow around if it’s windy so if you are
planning to make a medium to large lantern it is always worth
thinking about making whether you need more than one
fastening point and whether you should attach a second piece of
wire.
You can also use cable ties for lighter lanterns
Making a carrying stick.
Using a 5 or 6ft cane attach a loop of wire to one end by winding the ends around the cane. ( you
can also use cable ties for light lanterns)
Next secure the loop with insulation/duct tape/ gaffa tape
making sure that it is very secure.
Finally if you want to be able to attach/ detach your cane quickly
you might wish to use a cabina or a attach the lantern to the
cane quickly, alternatively use couple of strong cable ties and cut
them off.
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Attaching the cane to the lantern from below
If you wish to carry your lantern above your head another option is to
attach the cane from below.
The best way to do this is to create two platform sections adding one
at the base and one midway as shown here, then attach the cane to
the mid points of each section using strong gaffa tape.

Tips on covering the lantern-









Protect your work surface as wet tissue could stain surfaces and is a pain to clean up.
Set out a wet area and a dry area keep your dry tissue separate to the wet area until you are
using it.
Cut large enough pieces to cover the sections but not too big as it will be harder to work with.
When covering large areas it is easier to cover the area in sections.
Be gentle with the tissue or it may tear, lay your section on the table and evenly spread glue
across it with a small sponge.
Mix the glue in a large pot it is easier to work with.
Work with one piece of tissue at a time use a small sponge or glue brush to cover each piece
lightly, make sure that you cover the whole piece with glue as this will help to protect it and it
will tighten the tissue slightly when dry stooping it from being baggy.
Starting with a frame edge, quickly lift and place the tissue into place ensuring that it is attached
to the edge, work your way along overlapping the edges of each section of tissue by 1-2 cm as
you go. Keep going until you have covered the lantern.

If you are planning to cover the whole lantern you will need to
make a door flap to allow easy access to the light
Option 1
1. When the paper lantern is dry cut a square doorway in the
most convenient area, large enough to put your hand through to
attach and switch on the light.
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2. Make a door flap larger than the doorway layering 3 pieces of tissue together, allowing
for an additional border 2-3 cm border wide + room at the top to form a hinge.
3. Once the flap is dry glue one edge of the flap to the lantern above the hole leaving space
for the other to overlap the edge of the hole slightly, depending on where you are
positioning your door flap if it is likely to hang loose, to stop it from flapping you can fasten
some velcro tabs to secure the bottom in place so that you can close it neatly and still open
it.
Option 2. Make a door flap by making a square of willow and
covered it with tissue. Once dry attach one edge to the frame using
a piece of wire as a hinge.

Willow suppliers there are many and it is worth carrying out your own internet search, these are the two
that I am most familiar with.
Willow- http://www.englishwillowbaskets.co.uk/
http://www.musgrovewillows.co.uk/
Both sell buff lantern willow ( no bark on) which is usually cheaper than basket making willow
and you can also purchase ready to make lantern kit packs
Wet strength tissue- Local florist and craft shops may sell it and it can also be bought on line from
http://www.carnivalpapers.com/ http://www.economyofbrighton.co.uk/
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And Finally
This free basic willow lantern guide has been produced as an aid to individuals and community
groups wishing to make lanterns for personal use. If you are planning to join a local parade please
check if they have any restrictions and recommendations as to taking part in their parade. I have a
more detailed guide available for sale via my shop.
Using the lantern in a public space .
Make sure that the handle is long enough for you to carry the lantern safely, If you are lifting it high
be aware of the space above you tree branches and lighting etc can be a problem.
It always makes sense to think about yours and others safety. This guide is intended to get you going
it is not designed to be a comprehensive guide, it is up to you to consider safety issues and check
your local council website, or contact their health and safety team for guidance on using lanterns in
a public event.
This guide is copyrighted to the author and may not be used by individuals or organisation intending
to charge for or be paid to provide lantern workshops without the express permission of the author.
For more details please contact the author Jacqueline Rolls. www.jaxsarts.co.uk
or visit https://www.facebook.com/JaxsArtsandDesigns for a chat
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